
 



VXL DOLLAR THE DIGITAL MONEY OF THE FUTURE! 
 

SUMMARY 
VXL Dollar is a stablecoin, pegged strictly 1:1 to the US Dollar and built on multiple networks, 
the private VXL Network Blockchain, Ethereum, Tron and Polygon. The VXLD is a value-stable 
currency that combines the credit quality and price stability of the US Dollar with the technological 
advantages and $2 billion in guaranteed assets. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Cryptocurrencies have recently increased in popularity and investor interest. Bitcoin was created 
as “an electronic payment system based on cryptographic evidence rather than trust, allowing two 
interested parties to transact directly with each other without the need for a trusted third party.” 
Bitcoin created a new class of digital currency, a decentralized digital currency or cryptocurrency. 
While they hold promise perhaps as profoundly as the Internet itself, they suffer from substantial 
price volatility, making it difficult to use them as a medium of exchange and a unit of account (two 
of money's three functions). One proposed solution is the creation of a stable value coin (often 
called "Stablecoin"), whereby an issuer distributes a cryptographic token to customers in exchange 
for a specified fiat currency, such as the US dollar, at an exchange rate fixed 1:1. As the US dollar 
is a highly desirable medium of exchange, as well as being a globally accepted unit of payment, it 
is a desirable pair for a stable currency. 

 
In this White Paper, we present the VXL Dollar, a stable regulated currency that combines the credit 
quality and price stability of the US Dollar with the technological advantages of a cryptocurrency. 

 
VXL DOLLAR 

 
VXL DOLLAR SA is the issuer of VXL DOLLAR token, our services are: 

• Blockchain Payments 
• Security Token Offering 
• Government solutions 
• Central Bank Solutions 
• Liquidity Services 



WHY VXLD DOLLAR STABLECOIN? 
 

VXL Dollar is one US dollar, to the unit of fiat currency. VXL Dollar S.A based in São Tomé and 
Príncipe. Once a VXL Dollar is issued, it can be transferred, stored, spent, etc., like bitcoins or any 
other cryptocurrency. 

 
UTILITY OF VXLD DOLLAR 
• A System for Decentralized Payments Worldwide. 

 
• Security Token Offer. 

 
• An Exchange-Friendly True Stable Cryptocurrency 

 
• A Currency for Decentralized Swaps and Liquidity Pools 

 
• A Medium for Metaverse and NFT Marketplaces 

 
• Government and Central Bank Systems. 

 
• A Facilitator of Global, Low-Cost, Quick Transactions Throughout Europe and Outside to and 

from more than 90 Countries.



VXL DOLLAR (VXL NETWORK BLOCK LATTICE) 
 

VXL Dollar (VXL Network) includes a set of unique and efficient features to provide instant 
payments that require very little power, are easy to use, and provide the scalability needed for real 
digital money. 
The ledger structure is called Block Lattice and allows each account to have its own blockchain, 
instead of sharing a single chain to which everyone is competing to add blocks. With this 
configuration, only the account owner can add blocks to their own chain, providing security while 
allowing many transactions to take place on the network at the same time. 
VXL Dollar (VXL Network) is a digital currency for everyone with no fees. 

• There is no cost to transfer VXLD VXL Network, making it practical and inclusive for 
everyone. Ecological: 

• Without relying on mining, printing, or minting, the VXL Dollar (VXL Network) is a 
sustainable on-carbon eco solution for money. Instant payment: 

• You don't have to wait to use digital currency, VXL Dollar (VXL Network) is ready when you 
are. 

 
VXL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE: 

 
 

Block/Transaction: 
The term “block” and “transaction” are often used in conjunction, where a block contains a single 
transaction. A transaction specifically refers to the action, while a block refers to the digital 
encoding of the transaction. Transactions are signed by the private-key belonging to the account 
on which the transaction is performed. 

 
 
 



VXL DOLLAR ERC-20 
 

Next-generation smart contracts and a decentralized application platform. 
 
 
 

 

VXLD ERC-20 has a contract monetary escrow system, we need an offline approval mechanism. 
Therefore, we require that each smart contract in the VXL Dollar ERC-20 system seeks a custodian 
for approval. A custodian can be another smart contract or a set of keys (online or offline). A 
custodian may look at another custodian, who may look at another custodian, and so on, thus 
creating a chain of custody or "custody." For example, a VXL Dollar ERC-20 smart contract can parse 
another smart contract, which parses a set of keys for approval. If custody of a smart contract ends 
for an offline locksmith, an offline approval mechanism has been created for their actions. For 
example, 'Proxy' looks for a smart contract called 'Custodian', which ultimately looks for an offline 
keyset for approval from the VXLD ERC-20 network. 

 
 
 
 
 



VXL DOLLAR TRC-20 
 

VXL Dollar (TRON TRC-20) is a crypto network with low transaction transfer costs, unlike high 
transaction fees between blockchain with public Proof-of-Work (PoW) e.g Bitcoin. 
Specifically, some of the key features of the VXL DOLLAR (TRON TRC-20) include: 

• A three-tier architecture: TRON TRC-20 supports a three-tier architecture divided into a 
core tier, a storage tier, and an application tier. 

• Delegated proof-of-stake consensus: VXL Dollar (TRON TRC-20) utilizes a DPoS algorithm to 
achieve high TPS, offering greater scalability than existing programmable networks. 

• A network of 27 Super Representatives: VXL Dollar (TRON TRC-20) has a unique model with 
accounts called Super Representatives that generates and validates blocks. 

• Tron Virtual Machine (TVM): Smart contracts are written in Solidity, making it easy for 
Ethereum developers to deploy on the TRON network. 

 



VXL DOLLAR (MATIC) 
 

VXL Dollar was developed on the Polygon network (formerly Matic Network) is the first well- 
structured and easy-to-use platform for scaling and developing Ethereum infrastructure. Its main 
component is the Polygon SDK, a modular and flexible framework that supports the creation of 
various types of applications. 
At VXL Dollar (Polygon) we effectively turned Ethereum into a complete multi-chain system (also 
known as the Internet of Blockchains). This multi-chain system is like others like Polka dot, 
Cosmos, Avalanche, etc., with the advantages of Ethereum's security, vibrant and accessible 
ecosystem. 
EVM VXL Dollar (Polygon) is a layer 2 scaling platform that enables fast, easy, and secure off chain 
transactions, not only for payment transactions, but also for widespread off-chain smart contracts. 
Below is a flowchart of VXL Dollar (Polygon) to understand the fee abstraction mechanism to be 
implemented in Polygon sidechains. 

 

 



CONTRACT SECURITY 
 

The VXL Dollar network implements the following security features: 
 

• Offline Keys: Keys that pass high risk actions are stored offline on VXL Dollar proprietary 
cold storage system. 

• Key Generation: Keys are generated, stored, and managed by integrated hardware 
security modules (HSMs). We only use HSMs, each a "signer", who have achieved a rating 
of FIPS PUB 140-2 Level 3 or higher. 

• Dual Control (Multiple Signatures): High-risk actions require approval (i.e. digital 
signatures) from at least two signatories. We use an M of N signature design, where M = 2. 
This provides safety and fault tolerance. 

• Time blocking: Even after approval, high risk actions are blocked for a minimum period 
before being executed. This provides a grace period to detect – and proactively respond to 
– potential security incidents. 

• Revocation: Pending actions can be revoked, allowing erroneous or malicious actions to be 
undone before they are executed. 



VXL Network’s Chain Structure 

Central Bank Solution: 
 
 

VXL Dollar's Central Bank Solution is the ability to provide a utility to facilitate CBC transactions. It 
currently works as a digital asset backed by securities which can secure payments for the purchase of 
precious metal securities for central banks, and in the near future due to the current ongoing global 
geopolitical situation to be used as a specific reserve currency diversification tool. 
 
VXL Dollar S.A collaborates with different Central Banks as part of a business agenda to facilitate CBC 
transactions for sovereignty and government liquidity. Currently connecting to 7 central banks in 
Africa. 
 
A supply of VXLD is allocated for the licensed STO and will be used specifically as a security guarantee 
for financial institutions, whereas most of VXLD coins will be released as tokens. 
 
Our technical structure and the future development through our own blockchain may very soon 
provide us with the full close loop for both financial security and a payment platform within specific 
sectors in different African Countries. 
 

VXL Networks Block Lattice Structure: 
 

VXL Network Chain uses the existing Block Lattice structure and takes it a step further by 
converting the single dimensional Block Lattice into a multidimensional structure and it changed 
Block Lattice to become a protocol to support and handle multiple tokens with new tokens being 
mapped to a new chain within the account. The various tokens can build a Public Chain for VXL 
Network services. This revolutionary block structure skips mining resulting in zero transaction 
fees, which has changed the crypto landscape forever and was labeled as the next generation 
block chain structure. We will see a rise in advanced structure beyond just supporting a Digital 
Currency. 

 
VXL Networks design inherited the advantages of Block Lattice while adding smart contract on top. 
Currently, the team has completed the first step of the multidimensional structure construction 
and the multi token transfer facility is successfully tested. 

VXL Network’s Chain will support Smart Contracts and Distributed Applications (Apps) on the 
Multidimensional Block Lattice structure, and it defines Smart Contracts as an account with its 
independent chain and Smart Contracts Block. The VXL Network Chain is a public chain designed 
for the decentralized space, which helps in incentivizing unused network sharing and enabling 
P2Pnetwork services provision. 



At the same time, it can extend network coverage reduce the cost for telecom operators. VXL 
Network Chain is building an infrastructure for Network-as-a-Service (Naas). Like Infrastructure-
as- a-Service (IaaS), VXL Networks Chain focuses on networking access, name resolution, storage, 
network transmission, firewalls, and related security. 

The original block lattice DAG allows each token to exist on a single chain (dimension), the entire 
structure with multiple tokens is called a Multidimensional Block Lattice Structure. This results in 
no limit to scalability while improving on security. 

Block Lattice maintains one block chain for each account controlled by private keys of the 
respective accounts. The block chains are then replicated to all the peers in the network. 

 

Each account has its own block chain with support for multiple tokens running on parallel chains, 
supporting multiple token issuances within a single account. 

Block Lattice maintains one block chain for each account and the block chains are then replicated 
to all the peers in the network. Only balances are tracked on the VXL Network, and the 
transaction amount is not tracked. This new design lets VXL Network’s Chain run 7000 TPS while 
supporting 500,000 users. The lack of account balances decreases the I/O operations which 
improves the TPScompared to current players in the crypto space. 

The VXL Network Chain approach to Block chain is unique and innovative. The Multidimensional 
Block Lattice Structure helps to avoid network strain and very cleverly handles the scalability and 
energy consumption issues. The support of Smart Contracts on this Block Lattice Structure is a 
game changer. While the technology is nascent, it holds tremendous potential. 

 
VXL Network’s Chain Smart Contracts: 

 
Presently supports two Smart Contracts 

 
1. Token Smart Contract: for new token issuance in the system. 

Only balances are tracked, and the transaction amount is not tracked. Balance generated 

2. Asset Smart Contract: for digital asset registration without the need for new tokens to be 
generated. 

Asset based Smart Contracts lets physical equipment get a service attribute tag. For example, 
Networking Equipment will receive a telecom services tag. This allows Account holder to manage 
the equipment’s digital identity. 

The Smart Contract Block consists of Contract Handle for Smart Contract Addressing and 
Contract Instance for saving ABI and Contract Signature. 



VXLD Wallet Other Services 
VXLD 

Proof of 
Reserves 

VXLD on 
Exchanges 

Merchants and 
wallets 

VXL DOLLAR: Issuer, Custodian, Wallet, 
and Banking 

When Smart Contracts transfer is completed with the help of send and received blocks. A send 
block reduces the balance, and the delta is then marked to the recipient account. The recipient 
then creates a receive block which increases the balance. 

The support of Smart Contracts on this Block Lattice Structure is a game changer. While the 
technology is nascent, it holds tremendous potential for the future of the decentralized space 

 
 

OPEN SOURCE 
 

Having access to an API or node with a little work generation capability and a wallet application is all 
that is needed to get your integration going. Whether you’re building the next great VXL Wallet, 
integrating feeless transactions into a game or doing a custom integration for your business, there 
are plenty of developer tools ready to help you. With a BSD-3-Clause license, VXL Network is not 
only an open network but an open-source piece of software. All collaborators are invited to help 
develop the fast, eco-friendly, and feeless VXL Network. 

 
VXLD DOLLAR PROCESSES 

 
Each VXL Dollar in circulation will be guaranteed in a one-to-one ratio with the equivalent value of 
securities corresponding in USD currency held in reserves. 
The following is a diagram that further explains the VXL Dollar issuance and circulation process. 

 

 

 
 
 

VXL BANK, our banking and commercial entity is primarily responsible for: 
• Accepting fiat deposits and issuing the corresponding VXL Dollar. 
• Sending of fiat withdrawals and revocation of the corresponding VXL Dollar. 
• Custody of the fiduciary reserves that support every VXL Dollar in circulation. 
• Publicly disclose Evidence of Reservations and other audit results. 
• Start and manage integrations with wallets and exchanges. 



OPERATE VXL DOLLAR. 
 

Create a wallet on our official web wallet or mobile wallet application that will allow users to 
conveniently send, receive, store, and convert VXL Dollar. 

 
 

COLLATERAL ASSETS 
 

VXLD is a stable coin that is backed by VXL Dollar S.A.’s securities reserve. 
Everything you can do with digital currencies; you can now do with the initial circulation of VXL Dollar 
stable coin which will launch 2,000,000,000 VXLD tokens. 

 
 

PROOF OF SOLVENCY 
Proof of solvency, proof of reserve, real-time transparency and others are on our web site:  
VXL Dollar S.A.’s Transparency Page



TOKENOMICS 
 

Token Name VXLD 

Token Type VXLD (ERC20 – TRC20 – MATIC) 
Private Sale Allocation 1% of total supply 
Private Token Sale Date (completed) December 1st, 2021 
Private Sale Token Price $0.96 
Initial Amount Raised in Private Sale $40 MM 
Public Sale Allocation 10% of total supply 
Public STO Sale Date January 1st, 2022 
Initial Amount Raised in Public Sale $ 356.134 MM 
Soft Cap $ 500.000 
Hard Cap $ 400 MM 
Total supply 4 billion VXLD 
Token price USD 1 = VXLD 1 

 

The token supply distribution is as follows: 

• Staking: 30% - Initial liquidity to leverage project on the system 
• Collateral: 2 billion - 50% - Collateral security deposit. 
• Marketing – 10% 
• Private sale – 1% 
• Public – 5% 
• Team & operations – 3% 
• Legal – 1% 



 

ROAD MAP 
Learn more about the stages of our project 

§ Q1 2021 Creation of Business plan. 
§ Q4 2021 We developed 2 billion Ethereum ERC20 token. 
§ Q4 2021 Launch on social media platforms and Web Site. 
§ Q4 2021 Registration in Sao Tome and Principe to VXL DOLLAR S.A. 
§ Q1 2022 1 billion token development on Tron TRC-20. 
§ Q1 2022 1 billion token development on Polygon (Matic). 
§ Q1 2022 Release of VXLD on Uniswap. 
§ Q2 2022 Launch on the top 10 exchanges. 
§ Q3 2022 Launch of IOS VXL Dollar App & Android VXL Dollar App. 
§ Q4 2022 Launch of STO (Coming Soon).  
§ Q4 2023 VXL Network Supply Total 3.4 Trillion.            



 

LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE 
 

VXL DOLLAR S.A (“VXL DOLLAR”) is a limited liability company incorporated in accordance with 
the Regulations of Societies of Sao Tome and Principe. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The VXL Dollar marks a revolution in the payment system industry. 
VXL Dollar issue supply has a one-to-one value to USD, completely independent of market 
forces, pricing, or liquidity constraints. VXL Dollar has simple and reliable evidence of 
booking implementation and undergoes regular professional audits. Our underlying banking 
relationships, compliance and legal framework provide a secure foundation for us to be 
custodians of reserve assets and issuers of VXL Dollar. 
Our team is made up of experienced and respected entrepreneurs from the Blockchain 
ecosystem and the finance sector. 



 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

 
• Digital currency: As defined by http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_currency 
• Cryptocurrency or decentralized digital currency: any type of cryptocurrency that is 

open-source, cryptographically secure, and uses a distributed ledger. See: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptocurrency 

• Real-world currency, or fiat currency, or national/sovereign currency: all types of 
currency that are not cryptocurrencies as defined above. 

• Cryptocurrency system: A collection of software and processes primarily created to 
enable the existence of a cryptocurrency. 

• Legacy financial system: any financial system that is not a cryptocurrency system. 
• Utility-backed digital tokens, Dapps: A decentralized digital token whose value is 

derived from the usefulness of its application rather than just being a value transfer 
system. 

• Asset-backed/pegged cryptocurrency: Any cryptocurrency whose price is pegged to a 
real-world asset, i.e., it’s not a “utility-backed” cryptocurrency. 

• VXL DOLLAR(s): a single unit (or multiple units) of fiat pegged cryptocurrency issued by 
VXL DOLLAR Limited 

• VXL DOLLARUSD or VXLD: a single unit of crypto-USD issued by VXL DOLLAR 
• VXLD: collective amount of VXLD in circulation at any point in time. 
• VXL DOLLAR System:collectively refers to all process and technologies that enable VXL 

DOLLAR to exist 
• Proof of Reserves: The process by which the issuer of any asset backed decentralized 

digital token, cryptographically/mathematically proves that all tokens that have been 
issued are fully reserved and backed by the underlying asset. 
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